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Suit

Model – Soho
The Royal
705437

Waistcoat

Model – J7

Suit

Model – Soho
The Royal
705456

URBAN GENTLEMAN / SUITS

THE ROYAL 
One of the most inf luential fabric selections within the Scabal collections, The Royal offers a large collection 
of the highest quality Super 100 suiting cloths, brought together to create a fully rounded collection that is a true 
year-round staple.

There is a large selection of elegant and classic designs with the colours bases in blues and greys. New this season is 
the choice of browns which is becoming a core colour in sartorial menswear again. Choose from colourful checks, 
the finest of herringbones, pick & pick designs or a wide selection of stripes ranging from subtle discrete ones to more 
classic banker stripes.

Browsing through this collection it’s easy to see why Scabal has been the choice of kings for nearly a century.
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Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704782

Jacket

Model – Soho
Sonata
802872

Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704802

Jacket

Model – Soho
Autumn Leaves
802849

URBAN GENTLEMAN / CASUAL JACKETS

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the 
colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the 
first is a soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 
100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in 
a seasonal 320gm weight to give the additional warmth 
needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold 
checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each 
one with an individual feel and closes with a selection of 
chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel. 

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.
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Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704806

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Sonata
802889

Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704802

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Sonata
802878

URBAN GENTLEMAN / CASUAL JACKETS

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. Presented 
in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination of 
different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making even the 
brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second part of the collection, where you will see a range of diagonal 
weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted designed to 
easily combine with a variety of options for adaptable wearing occasions.
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Suit

Model – Soho
Eton
754051

Suit

Model – Curzon
Flannel & Saxony
704763

SARTORIAL UTILITY / SUITS

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
This adaptable collection is ideal for trousers. It is 100% 
wool, brushed to a soft finish with a large selection of 
colours and designs that make it the ideal accompaniment 
to many of the Scabal jacket and suit collections.

ETON
The new Eton collection will reinforce the popularity of 
this signature Super 130’s Scabal suiting collection. Designs 
across the range are subtle and refined with soft and 
balanced colour combinations in the classic suiting palette 
of grey and blues. 

This is a large collection with a wide variety of designs 
ranging from traditional stripes and checks through to 
modern feeling semi plains, delicate tone on tone shades, 
shadow stripes and micro designs all created to give 
gentlemen the ultimate selection to create the perfect year-
round suit.
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Jacket

Model – Curzon
Autumn leaves
802848

Trouser

Dark Denim

SARTORIAL UTILITY / CASUAL JACKETS

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the first is a 
soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in a seasonal 
320gm weight to give the additional warmth needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each one with 
an individual feel and closes with a selection of chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel. 

Colour choices are as varied as the name suggests, browns, greens, burgundy, rust, a selection of blues, greys and winter 
whites all feature with many designs including multiple colour combinations.

With a soft brushed finish Autumn Leaves feels as good as it looks, its the perfect selection to brighten up the cold 
winter months.
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Trouser

Pegasus
501593

Jacket

Model – Soho
Sonata
802880

Trouser

Dark Denim

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Sonata
802890

SARTORIAL UTILITY / CASUAL JACKETS

PEGASUS
A new addition to the Scabal travel collections alongside 
Fit, Dynamic & Turbo Travel. Pegasus is a practical 
suiting collection designed for the colder months. Colours 
are the selection of blues and greys you would expect for 
suiting but the 290gm weight adds the robustness required 
for a suit that needs to withstand the challenges of winter. 
Comfort is also a key element with added stretch and the 
finest yarns woven to create a very soft finish.

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.
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ETON
The new Eton collection will reinforce the popularity of 
this signature Super 130’s Scabal suiting collection. Designs 
across the range are subtle and refined with soft and 
balanced colour combinations in the classic suiting palette 
of grey and blues. 

This is a large collection with a wide variety of designs 
ranging from traditional stripes and checks through to 
modern feeling semi plains, delicate tone on tone shades, 
shadow stripes and micro designs all created to give 
gentlemen the ultimate selection to create the perfect year-
round suit.

GAL A XY
One of Scabal’s most popular collections, Galaxy has 
been refreshed for a new season. Made in England at the 
Scabal mill, this extensive collection of Super 110’s wool 
fabrics is the perfect choice for year-round suiting. 

The collection overf lows with new introductions 
including a selection of brown and beige designs, black 
and white checks with a vintage feel and a selection of 
new window pane checks with a soft colour pop.

Ground colours are the traditional suiting palette of blues, 
greys and blacks but there is an abundance of colours used 
throughout to create clever checks and patterns, pinks, 
reds and purples all feature.

Suit

Model – Kenton
Galaxy
705620

Suit

Model – Curzon
Eton
754058

WARM WINTER REDS / SUITS
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Suit

Model – Kenton
Pegasus
501583

Suit

Model – Soho
Cashmere Cord and 
Cashmere Cotton
501468

WARM WINTER REDS / SUITS

CASHMERE CORD & CASHMERE COTTON
Whether you are looking for relaxed trousers, smart 
blazers or a sporty suit this collection fits the brief. Select 
from a choice of luxury cottons in a heavier weight or 
Corduroy in the fine 12 wale which is smarter or the 
more casual 7 wale with its larger ridges. All fabrics 
are enhanced by the addition of cashmere which gives 
a luxurious finish and the softest hand feel.

PEGASUS
A new addition to the Scabal travel collections alongside 
Fit, Dynamic & Turbo Travel. Pegasus is a practical 
suiting collection designed for the colder months. Colours 
are the selection of blues and greys you would expect for 
suiting but the 290gm weight adds the robustness required 
for a suit that needs to withstand the challenges of winter. 
Comfort is also a key element with added stretch and the 
finest yarns woven to create a very soft finish.
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Jacket

Model – Kenton
Autumn Leaves
802844

Trouser

Eton Drawstring

WARM WINTER REDS / CASUAL JACKETS

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the first is a 
soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in a seasonal 
320gm weight to give the additional warmth needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each one with 
an individual feel and closes with a selection of chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel. 

Colour choices are as varied as the name suggests, browns, greens, burgundy, rust, a selection of blues, greys and winter 
whites all feature with many designs including multiple colour combinations.

With a soft brushed finish Autumn Leaves feels as good as it looks, its the perfect selection to brighten up the cold 
winter months.
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Trouser

Pegasus
501586

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Autumn Leaves
802858

Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704811

Jacket

Model – Soho
Sonata
802883

WARM WINTER REDS / CASUAL JACKETS

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the 
colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the 
first is a soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 
100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in 
a seasonal 320gm weight to give the additional warmth 
needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold 
checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each 
one with an individual feel and closes with a selection of 
chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel.
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Trouser

Flannel & Saxony
704801

Jacket

Model – Soho
Autumn Leaves
802857

WARM WINTER REDS / CASUAL JACKETS

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
This adaptable collection is ideal for trousers. It is 100% 
wool, brushed to a soft finish with a large selection of 
colours and designs that make it the ideal accompaniment 
to many of the Scabal jacket and suit collections.

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the 
colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the 
first is a soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 
100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in 
a seasonal 320gm weight to give the additional warmth 
needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold 
checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each 
one with an individual feel and closes with a selection of 
chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel. 

Colour choices are as varied as the name suggests, 
browns, greens, burgundy, rust, a selection of blues, greys 
and winter whites all feature with many designs including 
multiple colour combinations.

With a soft brushed finish Autumn Leaves feels as good 
as it looks, its the perfect selection to brighten up the cold 
winter months.
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Suit

Model – Kenton
Flannel & Saxony
704761

Suit

Model – Kenton
Galaxy
705621

BRITISH COUNTRY COLOURS / SUITS

FL ANNEL & SA XONY
For centuries, f lannel has been used to make clansmen’s 
kilts, and no wonder. Warm, comfortable and durable in 
the face of harsh Highlands weather, it’s the fitting choice.

The Super 100’s woollen f lannel offers a sizeable colour 
palette and the Saxony designs can be found in the Super 
130’s worsted f lannel. Traditional designs such as pin 
stripes and soft glenchecks are featured in the Super 120’s 
worsted f lannel. While classic melange greys, blues and 
black plains have their place in the Super 100’S and Super 
120’S worsted f lannel.

GAL A XY
One of Scabal’s most popular collections, Galaxy has 
been refreshed for a new season. Made in England at the 
Scabal mill, this extensive collection of Super 110’s wool 
fabrics is the perfect choice for year-round suiting. 

The collection overf lows with new introductions 
including a selection of brown and beige designs, black 
and white checks with a vintage feel and a selection of 
new window pane checks with a soft colour pop.

Ground colours are the traditional suiting palette of blues, 
greys and blacks but there is an abundance of colours used 
throughout to create clever checks and patterns, pinks, 
reds and purples all feature. Look out for the double width 
shadow stripe designs with red and purple highlights and 
the tonal honeycomb patterns which could be worn day 
or night. Rounding off the collection is a large selection 
of plain fabrics. All cloths feature the Scabal Bloom finish 
which add a soft lustre and gives every fabric the feel of a 
special edition.
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Trousers

Cashmere cord and 
Cashmere cotton
501458

Jacket

Model – Soho
Sonata
802886

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Autumn leaves
802853

BRITISH COUNTRY COLOURS / CASUAL JACKETS

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the 
colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the 
first is a soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 
100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in 
a seasonal 320gm weight to give the additional warmth 
needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold 
checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each 
one with an individual feel and closes with a selection of 
chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel.
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Trouser

Corduroy
501272

Trouser

Cashmere cord & 
Cashmere cotton
501457

Jacket

Model – Soho
Autumn leaves
802847

Jacket

Model – Kenton
Sonata
802874

BRITISH COUNTRY COLOURS / CASUAL JACKETS

SONATA
Beautifully harmonious, like its name suggests, the 
Sonata collection brings colour to the dull winter months. 
Presented in a Super 100’s wool at a 320gm weight which 
makes it perfect for the colder months.

The collection falls into two parts, the first, a selection of 
herringbones in a rainbow of colours. The combination 
of different coloured yarns within the herringbone adds 
depth to the pattern and tones down the colours making 
even the brightest very wearable.

For a more understated option, choose from the second 
part of the collection, where you will see a range of 
diagonal weave hopsack fabrics ideal to create a blazer 
with a modern feel. Colours here are seasonal and muted 
designed to easily combine with a variety of options for 
adaptable wearing occasions.

AUTUMN LEAVES
As its name suggests, Autumn leaves is designed with the 
colours of fall in mind. Divided into two chapters the 
first is a soft wool with added cashmere and the second is 
100% extra fine merino wool, both qualities are woven in 
a seasonal 320gm weight to give the additional warmth 
needed in the colder months.

The collection opens with a selection of on-trend bold 
checks, it moves through a range of fancy checks each 
one with an individual feel and closes with a selection of 
chessboard designs all with a distinctly British feel. 
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Penrith 1

Cashmere Cord and 
Cashmere Cotton
501476

Trouser

Dark Denim

BRITISH COUNTRY COLOURS / OUTERWEAR

CASHMERE CORD & CASHMERE COTTON
Whether you are looking for relaxed trousers, smart 
blazers or a sporty suit this collection fits the brief. Select 
from a choice of luxury cottons in a heavier weight or 
Corduroy in the fine 12 wale which is smarter or the 
more casual 7 wale with its larger ridges. All fabrics 
are enhanced by the addition of cashmere which gives 
a luxurious finish and the softest hand feel.

PENRITH
The perfect transeasonal piece, designed as an overcoat and styled as a jacket. 
The Penrith is a tailored silhouette available in a choice of heavier weight fabrics 
to give additional warmth in the winter months it has a collar that can be left 
open or closed to keep the cold out.


